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Résumé
A travers le Canada et les États-Unis, de nombreuses villes adoptent la croissance intelligente
pour faire face à l’étalement urbain, afin d’augmenter les options de transport et de réduire
les émissions de gaz à effets de serre (GES) . Plusieurs villes omettent cependant d’évaluer
si la croissance que nécessite une densité accrue mène à la réduction générale des émissions
municipales. Notre étude conduit cette évaluation en examinant l’impact potentiel d’une
stratégie d’aménagement conforme à un Form-based Code à Revelstoke, en Colombie Britannique. Comme toutes les villes de la Colombie Britannique, Revelstoke a fixé certains objectifs
d’émissions de GES et a identifié l’aménagement compact facilité par les Form-based Codes
comme un mécanisme permettant d’atteindre ces objectifs. A l’aide de sources de variées,
allant de l’échelle municipale à celle de la parcelle, nous avons construit un inventaire des GES
propre aux quartiers et avons testé douze scénarios dans un des quartiers centraux de Revelstoke. Cette étude explore l’effet d’augmenter la densité à un niveau permettant le transfert
vers d’autres modes de transports ainsi que l’adoption d’un système énergétique de quartier. Si
nous avons identifié le potentiel de ces stratégies de réduire les émissions par habitant de façon considérable dans les quartiers les plus denses, les émissions totales de GES de Revelstoke
augmenteront et cela même dans les scénarios où les densités sont les plus fortes. Ce travail
a des implications plus générales quant à la capacité de l’aménagement compact à réduire les
émissions de GES sans pour autant déclasser les quartiers étalés qui émettent le plus.
Mots clés: Urbanisme du changement climatique, croissance intelligente, Form-based Code,
émissions de gaz à effets de serre
Abstract
Many cities in Canada and the US are deploying smart growth planning to counter urban
sprawl, to increase transportation options and to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.
However many cities neglect to assess whether the growth required for achieving increased
density would lead to overall reductions in municipal emissions. Our study conducts this assessment by examining the potential impact of development that conforms to a form-based
code in Revelstoke, British Columbia. Like every city in British Columbia, Revelstoke has
set GHG emissions reductions targets and has specifically identified compact development
as facilitated by a form-based code as a mechanism for achieving targets. Using a number of
different data sources ranging from municipal to parcel scales we constructed a neighbourhood specific GHG inventory and tested twelve design scenarios in one of the Revelstoke’s
identified neighbourhood centres. Our study examined how increasing density to thresholds that would enable both transportation mode shifts and the adoption of district energy
systems, would affect municipal level GHG emissions. While we found opportunities for
significantly reducing per capita emissions in the denser neighbourhoods, Revelstoke’s total
GHG emissions would increase even under the highest density scenarios. This work has
broader implications for the capacity of compact development to reduce emissions without
a simultaneous decommissioning of sprawling high emitting neighbourhoods.
Keywords: Climate change planning, smart growth, form-based code, greenhouse gas emissions
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INTRODUCTION

Cities around the world are undertaking a range of actions and policies to reduce their
GHG emissions in response to the exigent demands of climate change. Actions aimed
at mitigating climate change that fall under the domain of planning have been well
developed in the literature. Many agree that the smart growth principles of compact
development around transit stations and along frequent transit service causes people to
drive less; to drive shorter distances when they do drive; and to choose transit, biking or
walking more often as a mode of transportation (Brownstone and Golob 2009; Ewing
and Cervero 2010). While some have expressed reservations about the extent of the impact that compact development can potentially make (Echenique et al. 2012; Mindali,
Raveh, and Salomon 2004) climate change mitigation language in municipal policy
documents is synonymous with smart growth principles of compact mixed-use development. In addition to the transportation benefits of compact communities, clustering
residential units reduces energy consumption by minimizing exterior wall surfaces and
leverages improvements in the design and construction standards that improve energy
performance (Ewing and Rong 2008; Harvey 2009). In 2007, British Columbia sought
to catalyze the capacity of its cities to undertake climate change planning and enacted
Bill 27, the Green Communities Act, which mandated that every municipality had to
set G H G emissions targets by 2010. Senbel, Fergusson, and Stevens (2013) and Stevens
and Senbel (2012) found modest planning benefits from this legislation but there have
been no studies that attempted to quantify the specific G H G reductions impacts of
this legislation. The specific impact of climate change planning on small resource communities has not been studied and this paper is intended to fill this gap.
FORM-BASED CODE

Among the many actions that cities have undertaken, smart growth and new urbanism
stand out as popular policy trends deployed to help build compact, transit-oriented
and walkable communities that reduce the high emissions caused by urban sprawl
(Freilich, Sitkowski, and Mennillo 2010; Jepson and Edwards 2010). Form-based code
is the specific policy instrument often used to implement densification especially in
suburban and peri-urban communities that have no experience with density (Barry
2008; Talen 2009; Talen 2013). Form-based code has also been promoted as a tool
for reducing G H G emissions by Leerssen (2010) and Ewing and Rong (2008). The
following excerpt from D. Parolek, K. Parolek, and Crawford (2008, 12) summarizes
the purpose and main features of form-based codes:
Form-Based Codes regulate the details that are most important for
the successful implementation of walkable, human-scaled neighbourhoods, focusing primarily on urban form, while also addressing use and other necessary factors. These details include certain
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aspects of the buildings as they form the walls of the public space,
including their placement, height, width, and the particular way
they interact with the public space… They also include the design
and layout of streets and blocks, typically requiring narrower streets
laid out in an interconnected, gridded network to accommodate
pedestrians and bicyclists, as well as automobiles and transit.
Later, when we introduce our case study, we will discuss some of the specific design regulations that form-based code deploys. Scholars are not uniformly impressed
with the benefits of form-based code. Despite early promise (Tregoning, Agyeman,
and Shenot 2002; Alexander and Tomalty 2002) some recent studies have found fault
with the code’s tendency towards social exclusion (González and Lejano 2009; Inniss
2007) and its failure to improve on conventional land use zoning codes (Hananouchi
and Nuworsoo 2010) and the limitations of code in predicting transportation outcomes (Handy 2005). Nevertheless Brown and Southworth see great promise in the
combination of smart growth and green buildings in mitigating climate change and
bringing the building sector’s carbon emissions down to 2004 levels by the year 2025
(Brown and Southworth 2008). Ewing and Rong (2008) assert that smart growth land
use changes are enough to reduce emissions by as much as 7 to 10% by 2050.
The notion of thresholds is important here. Depending on the larger urban context
and the regional transportation infrastructure, achieving a high enough threshold of
density would enable a neighbourhood to support public transportation. Achieving an
even higher threshold of density might justify rapid transit and an even higher threshold would enable cycling or walking as alternative modes of transportation (Ewing and
Cervero 2010). Of particular concern to us here is the emissions reductions potential of
form-based codes and smart growth in small towns. Can any of the thresholds for mode
shift be achieved in small town settings? In our study we sought to better understand
how this might occur in Revelstoke; a small municipality in British Columbia that has
taken the initiative to implement a comprehensive form-based code.
The majority of models that link urban form and transportation to calculate emissions rely on regional data including household travel surveys, which provide an effective
picture of regional or metropolitan travel but provide no neighbourhood level precision.
Most of the transportation models used to compute trip lengths and trip durations use
traffic analysis zones that are not specific to individual neighbourhood characteristics
(Kawabata and Shen 2006). Agent based transportation models make use of small scale
census data and enable greater micro spatial specificity (Meister et al. 2010), but require
considerable resources to build and are not feasible for most local governments. To
produce aggregate energy consumption profiles at the neighborhood level, a number
of studies employed a case study approach (Perkins et al. 2009; VandeWeghe and Kennedy 2007; Norman, MacLean, and Kennedy 2006; Moos et al. 2006). These studies
generally attempt to capture the combined benefit of compact developments in terms
of transportation emissions reductions and building operation emissions reductions.
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However, while the studies constructed neighborhood specific building inventories they
continued to rely on municipal or regional transportation models.
So while we generally know that density is positively associated with reduced
emissions, we have very few neighbourhood specific case studies with building and
transportation emissions estimates to reveal the relative G H G savings that compact
development can achieve. To our knowledge there is no such study for small towns.
We might generally assume, for example, that small towns have less capacity to significantly alter their emissions profiles due to slow growth, the infeasibility of transit
infrastructure and the high prevalence of very low density settlement patterns. We
sought to test this assumption by examining the case of Revelstoke, B.C.
C A S E S T U D Y: T H E C I T Y O F R E V E L S T O K E , B R I T I S H C O L U M B I A

There are 309 communities in Canada with a population between five and ten
thousand with a cumulative population over 2.1 million (Government of Canada
2013a). In British Columbia 34 communities fall into this category, representing a
total of 234,000 residents. Not including 15 First Nations communities, for which
the province has not conducted emissions calculations, these small towns have an
aggregate population of 122,438 and are responsible for 873,000 tonnes of CO2 emissions per year or 4% of total community emissions in British Columbia.1 Average per
capita emissions from these towns is 7.1 tonnes of CO2 per year versus 5.7 tonnes
from the remainder of British Columbia’s cities (British Columbia 2013a) or 5 tonnes
per capita from cities in large urban areas (Senbel, Fergusson, and Stevens 2013).
While the relative impact of emissions and indeed the potential impacts of emissions
reductions in small towns are not large, their planners continue to employ compact
development strategies in order to reduce emissions. The City of Revelstoke explicitly
set out to reduce its emissions through the “development of a Unified Development
Bylaw incorporating Smart Growth principles to create a more compact, diverse,
mixed-use, adaptable, walkable and resilient community” (British Columbia 2013b).
In 2011, Revelstoke had a year-round population of 7,139 within city limits
(Government of Canada 2013b). On peak summer and winter days, the number
of visitors, seasonal residents and temporary residents can be between 5,000 to
6,000, which increases the overall population to 12,700 to 13,700 (Orlando 2013).
The primary economic industries in Revelstoke are forestry, transportation (Canadian Pacific Railway) and tourism (City of Revelstoke 2009). In 2005, the Revelstoke
Mountain Resort ( R M R ) Expansion was approved by the provincial government,
and RMR was opened in 2007 (City of Revelstoke 2009). The mountain expansion
project included a twenty year build-out of 16,600 bed units within the resort area
(City of Revelstoke 2009). The accompanying change to Revelstoke’s local population and economy would be considerable. This growth never materialized. Instead of
growth to correspond to the expected growth of the R M R , Revelstoke experienced a
population decline of 1.3% from 2006 to 2011 (Government of Canada 2013a).
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CIT Y OF REVELSTOKE’S PLANNING WORK

The 2007 resort boom brought a series of housing developments that many residents
considered to be inconsistent with neighbourhood character (Rooney 2010a). The
existing zoning bylaw from 1984 gave planning staff little authority to require developers to build more sensitive designs with less negative impacts on surrounding
neighbourhoods. Staff saw the opportunity to better regulate zoning and land use in
Revelstoke to ensure that the city’s distinct character would be preserved. As Director
of Planning John Guenther noted, “if you don’t plan for change, change will happen
to you” (Rooney 2010a). A new Official Community Plan ( O C P ) was adopted in July
2009, after which planning staff began to implement a public engagement strategy
and created seven neighbourhood groups across the city (Rooney 2009).
Concurrently, the Planning Department revealed its plans to redraft the dated existing zoning bylaw and land use plan to more progressive regulations that would embed the
guiding principles around growth and redevelopment established in the O C P into a legal
framework (City of Revelstoke 2013a). This legal framework integrating zoning and land
use was a form-based code that the city termed the Unified Development Bylaw ( U DB ) .
Planning staff began introducing community members to the details of a formbased zoning bylaw shortly after establishing neighbourhood groups. In monthly
resident meetings, Guenther stressed the importance of establishing a proactive plan
in contrast to the conventional reactive approach to development proposals. Wading
through the jargon used to explain the bylaw by staff was not an easy process for many
residents (Orlando 2011), which illustrated the need for a more relatable process where
the whole community could learn more about the U D B and also influence its direction.
Through a series of public meetings, workshops and charrettes, aided by a consulting firm, residents, city council and planning staff engaged in discourse about
challenges and opportunities of densification, heritage conservation, quality of life
and the retention of Revelstoke’s character. (Rooney 2010b; Rooney 2010c; City of
Revelstoke 2010a). While some residents saw the potential of densification to actually
preserve Revelstoke’s distinctive character (City of Revelstoke 2010b), disagreement
and confusion continued after the U D B was created. A number of “demonstration
sites” in the form of artist renderings of what the U D B could look like in undeveloped
sites across Revelstoke (City of Revelstoke 2013b) caused a negative reaction among
many local residents. Local residents mistook these renderings as staff attempting
to impose density and commercial uses in their neighbourhoods against their will
(Cooper 2011). Against this backdrop of dissent the city proceeded with seeking approval for the U D B and explicitly claimed in a report to the province that it is one
of the actions Revelstoke is undertaking to support a 6% reduction below 2007 G H G
emissions by the year 2030 (Page-Brittin 2011).
Both the revised O C P and proposed U D B call for neighbourhood centres where
development would be concentrated to allow for slightly higher density and mixed use
clusters that would contribute to walkability and to creating a village like feeling. Four
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F I G U R E 1 : Graphic summary of Revelstoke’s proposed form based code (UDB) by zone.
(Adapted from City of Revelstoke draft created by PlaceMakers)
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stories, or five with development bonuses, are allowed in the T5 Urban Centre zone.
There is no minimum height stipulated in any of the zones. For our study we selected
an area that is designated as a neighbourhood centre but that currently has low density
in the form of single family homes. The area includes T4 and T4O zones allowing for a
maximum of 3 stories with a range of possible functions. One of the characteristics of
form-based code is that it is simple, clear and accessible to non-specialists. It provides
general guidelines and the rest is left to the demands of the market. Figure 1 exemplifies this simplicity and shows a summary of a draft page from Revelstoke’s proposed
form-based code. Each zone controls block size, base densities, building function and
configuration, lot occupation, building setbacks and the placement of parking.
METHODS

We set out to measure the emissions impact of redeveloping existing neighbourhoods
in Revelstoke in accordance with the city’s proposed form-based code or U D B . We
used a single neighbourhood centre as a case study and measured how different
designs would perform in terms of energy and emissions. Before measuring future
performance we had to develop a G H G emissions calculation method for building
and transportation energy that was informed by, and sensitive to, neighbourhood level
characteristics. Building on the approach used in agent based transportation models
we employed data sets that are available at the smallest scale possible. Below we outline
both the data sources and the methods we used to build a baseline calculation that we
associated with different building form and transportation mode variables.
T A B L E 1 : Data sources for energy and emissions mapping in Revelstoke.
SOURCE

YEAR

SCALE

DATA

City of Revelstoke

N/A

Building

Building footprints (arcgis shape file)

City of Revelstoke

N/A

Parcel

Property outlines (arcgis shape file)

City of Revelstoke

2010

City

Revelstoke active transportation plan

BC Assessment

2011

Building

Landuse and building information

Statistics Canada

2006

DA

Population, dwelling counts

Statistics Canada

2010

DA

Household expenditure potential (HEP)

British Columbia Community
Energy and Emissions Inventory
(CEEI)

2007

City

Energy and emissions by sector

Natural Resources Canada
Energy Use Data Handbook

2008

Provincial

Energy Use Data Handbook
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Baseline GHGs: Buildings
We integrated several data sources spanning several spatial scales (see Table 1). For building
energy data we used ESRI GIS to integrate energy use data from Revelstoke’s Community
Energy and Emissions Inventory (British Columbia 2013a) with geo-spatial parcel and
building footprint data from the City of Revelstoke’s GIS database. Reconciling data from
different sources required intermediate steps in a number of instances. For example, building footprint data included houses that straddled more than one parcel, which required us
to “dissolve” the offending parcel lines and “assemble” adjacent parcels. We then connected
building footprints to their respective British Columbia Property Assessment (B CPA)
data to assign a land use classification and total building area. For buildings that were not
included in the B CPA we used building footprint data from the City of Revelstoke and multiplied by the typical number of stories for that building type. Comparing the two sources
of building areas required an overestimation factor of 0.79 for those derived from footprint
data. This was likely a result of gables and pitched roofs reducing upper story areas.
B C PA data did not distinguish between house and garage so we only used it for
classification and not to determine total heated areas. In order to exclude unheated garages from the distribution of community wide residential sector energy consumption
across inhabited dwelling units we had to systematically differentiate between heated
and unheated ancillary buildings. We ranked multiple buildings on a parcel according
to their size. The intersection of rank 1 and rank 2 building footprints provided a ‘size
threshold’ for secondary structures that were assumed to be non-heated. We tested our
method by randomly selecting buildings for a visual check of ancillary use. To further
classify buildings we simplified the B C PA categories into 13 building types (Table 2).
T A B L E 2 : Revelstoke building type attributes. Adjusted floor areas account for deviations
between expected floor area (BCPA data) and those estimated using building footprint data.
BUILDING TYPE
Single detached
Duplex
Multiplex
Rowhouse
Mobile
Apartment
Mixed use
Retail
Lodging
Mixed service
Office
Light industrial
Civic

80

BUILDINGS FLOOR AREA FLOOR AREA
(average m2)
(total m2)
(frequency)
2046
114
8
98
608
27
24
112
58
60
13
39
59

CIP-ICU

166
126
98
98
135
923
265
366
575
360
415
374
1034

339911
14408
784
9563
81801
24929
6358
40978
33348
21624
5389
14599
60988

FLOOR AREA
(adjusted m2)
339911
14408
784
9563
64315
19600
4999
32218
26219
17001
4237
11478
47951
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Our primary reference for energy consumption data was the Community Energy
and Emissions Inventory ( C E E I ) report produced by the province of British Columbia which categorizes consumption and emissions by sector for every city in the
province (British Columbia 2013a) and the Canadian Energy Use Data Handbook
( E U D H ) which provides provincial level data. We matched Energy Use Intensity (MJ
m-2 floor area) from the E U D H with the corresponding building type floor areas. This
resulted in spatially mapped and characterized building types with corresponding
energy consumption values. The aggregated estimates were within 11% of the C E E I
estimates. The difference may be a result of each source collecting data on different
years but because of the preponderance of C E E I as a driver of planning actions in
cities across the province we elected to adjust our spatially specific estimates to match
the C E E I . Our final step in preparing for scenarios that alter the urban form composition of existing neighbourhoods was to tabulate building type energy attributes
based on community-scale averages (Table 3).
T A B L E 3 : Revelstoke building Type and total community energy use. Apartment dwelling
energy use estimates inclusive of shared building areas (e.g., hallways and stairs) and
assumes an average dwelling size of 75 m2.

BUILDING TYPE ENERGY ENERGY
USE USE (ADJ)

TOTAL
(GJ yr-1)

TOTAL DWELLING
CAPITA
(ADJ) (GJ unit-1 yr-1) (GJ Inh-1 yr-1)
(GJ yr-1)

(GJ m-2 yr-1)

(GJ m-2 yr-1)

Single detached

0.61

0.68

207346

230493

101

39

Duplex

0.56

0.62

8068

8969

71

36

Multiplex

0.56

0.62

439

488

55

36

Rowhouse

0.56

0.62

5355

5953

55

36

Mobile

0.89

0.99

57240

63631

94

56

Apartment

0.54

0.60

10584

11766

41

34

Mixed use

1.66

1.85

8299

9225

n/a

n/a

Retail

2.70

3.00

87066

96785

n/a

n/a

Lodging

1.88

2.09

49293

54795

n/a

n/a

Mixed service

1.55

1.72

26352

29294

n/a

n/a

Office

1.42

1.58

6017

6688

n/a

n/a

Light industrial

1.55

1.72

17791

19778

n/a

n/a

Civic

1.27

1.41

61000

67810

n/a

n/a
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Baseline GHGs: Transportation
Characterizing travel patterns in Revelstoke and linking household level data with
community consumption statistics was limited by the absence of neighbourhood
scale data. This methodological problem is common but is particularly acute in small
towns where the granularity of census data is insufficient for constructing census
based models and where rigorous travel surveys are rare. We therefore relied on
C E E I data for calculating city wide average transportation emissions and applied it
to neighbourhood level census data. C E E I provided separate sub-sector quantitates
of vehicles falling under public, private and commercial categories, as well as percentages of vehicles belonging to each fuel type category. From these we calculated total
vehicle kilometers travelled ( V K T ) for each fuel type vehicle category by multiplying
the number of vehicles in the category by the average V K T for each fuel type vehicle.
We then used emissions factors for each fuel type from the C E E I to calculate total
emissions for vehicles fueled by each of gasoline, diesel and other fuels. To obtain
per capita and household emissions estimates we divided the total emissions by the
population from census data.

F I G U R E 2 : Revelstoke DA statistics for
a) Vehicle kilometers traveled per capita,
and b) Dwelling units per hectare.
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Projected GHGs: Buildings
To estimate future energy and emissions associated with possible development scenarios we aggregated estimates that built on our separate methodologies of building
and transportation emissions. For building consumption we constructed estimates
of the new floor area of each building type in the proposed neighbourhood development, which was then associated with corresponding energy use intensity ( E U I ) values derived from Natural Resources Canada household energy survey data (N RC A N
2007). We additionally assumed a general improvement in building performance as
a result of new construction and used energy consumption values that were 20% less
for every category. In reality efficiencies may be greater and lower depending on the
type of construction and type of residential building used.
We then associated E U I intensities by building type with a corresponding fuel
mix for the different residential types following baseline conditions and included:
propane, heating oil, wood, and electricity. The partitioned E U I of each fuel type was
then associated with a corresponding emissions factor from C E E I data to determine
the resultant emissions. To account for the possible savings that might be gained
through district energy systems, we discounted energy by a further 20% if density
values were high enough (>1.0 Floor Area Ratio “ FA R ” ) to support district energy
(Cleveland and Zeeg 2011).
Projected GHGs: Transportation
Determining the annual V K T (private automobile) for each person required quantifying the impact of urban density and urban design in terms of annual V K T estimates. Following Ewing and Cervero (2010) we used two variables to calculate future
V K T : density measured in dwelling units per Hectare; and mixed use measured as
the fraction of residential to commercial building floor area (see Figure 3). Similar to
building emissions estimates we assumed that both the fuel mix and fuel economy of
the fleet followed current trends.
Having created a method for altering the form of study neighbourhoods in Revelstoke and having emissions measurements associated with the different elements
of that form we set out to create alternative development scenarios. With the help of
Revelstoke residents we generated twelve different designs for each of two different
areas designated as neighbourhood centres in the U D B . The results presented here
are the findings for the neighbourhood centre for which residents produced scenarios
that maximized density and site coverage allowed under the U D B . The neighbourhood centre not included did not allow as much density and was not close enough to
the city centre to assume transportation mode shifts.
We calculated the respective per capita and total emissions contributions of
replacing the current housing stock in the study area with each of the twelve different
future scenarios. The twelve designs represent a range of community interests, priorities and aspirations and were built with real time feedback on the cumulative impact
CIP-ICU
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EM n = EM b + EM t
where :



a f (a) = EM a ∗ Fde
FAR > Tde
b

EM =
FAR < Tde
a f (a) = EM a

a f (a) = EU a ∗ (EF f1 ∗ U f1 + EF f2 ∗ U f2 ... )
EM a =
EM t =



t f (t) = VKT n ∗ P n ∗ (FE f1 ∗ U f1 ∗ EF f1 + FE f2 ∗ U f2 ∗ EF f2 ... )

where :

VKT n = VKT b + TMden ∗ ELden (1 + TMdiv ∗ ELdiv )
where :
TMden = P n /An


1 if P n /S n >= 1 − Tdiv and P n /S n <= 1 − Tdiv
TMdiv =
0 if P n /S n <= 1 − Tdiv and P n /S n >= 1 − Tdiv
EMb = Total emissions by buildings
EMt = Total emissions by private transportation
FAR = Gross floor area ratio
Tde = Target floor area ratio for district energy
EMa = Emissions from building type a
Fde = Discount factor for district energy
EUa = Total energy use for building type a
EFfx = Emissions factor for fuel type vehicles x
Ufx = Fractional fuel use of fuel type vehicles x
EMt = Emissions from private vehicle transportation
VKTn = Annual vehicle kilometers travelled in the
study area

Pn = Population in the study area
FEfx = Fuel efficiency of fuel type vehicles x
Ufx = Fraction of total energy by fuel type vehicles
x
EFfx = Emissions factor of fuel type vehicles x
VKTb = Annual vehicle kilometers traveled per
person
TMden = Table density metric; People per hectare
ELden = Elasticity factor for density
TMdiv = Table diversity metric; populations services mix
Sn = jobs
Tdiv = Population jobs target difference

F I G U R E 3 : Equations summarizing quantification of emissions
for building and transportation.
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of each new building choice on the performance of the neighbourhood as a whole.
Some of the designs were deliberately conservative in not imagining radical change
from the surrounding housing patterns while others set out to imagine a future with
a considerably more vibrant neighbourhood centre supported by concentrations of
density. One of the twelve designs set out to achieve the maximum density possible
in order to support both district energy and the lowest per capita emissions possible.
This scenario employs densities and building configurations that are beyond what is
currently supported by the U D B but was an important test for our study.
R E S U LT S

The twelve design scenarios we tested achieved a range of population, emissions
and density values. As Table 4 shows, the designs ranged in density from 0.5 to
1.1 FA R and in emissions from 1.1 to 2.5 tonnes of CO2 per capita. The total
neighbourhood population also varied considerably from 208 to 549 inhabitants.
These scenarios replace a current neighbourhood of 12 single family homes with an
estimated population of 42 inhabitants and a city-wide average per capita emissions
of 3.68 tonnes of CO2.
T A B L E 4 : Summary performance of twelve densification scenarios conforming to new UDB.
TRAVEL NEIGHBOURHOOD
DWELLING NEIGHBOURHOOD FLOOR AREA RESIDENTIAL RESIDENTIAL FLOOR AREA BY
DISTANCE
DWELLING
UNITS POPULATION RATIO (FA R )
DWELLING BUILDING TYPE
EMISSIONS
TYPE
TYPES (Residential)% (vehicle km/yr) (tonnes CO2)
(Rowhouse)% (Apartment)%

s

PER CAPITA
EMISSIONS
(tonnes CO2)

358

549

1

69

31

89

5000

604

1.1

298

520

1.1

47

53

81

5000

624

1.2

297

474

0.9

67

33

87

5000

758

1.6

172

279

0.5

63

37

90

8555

502

1.8

183

356

0.8

13

87

76

6793

712

2

164

269

0.6

43

57

83

8777

538

2

176

355

0.8

0

100

73

6006

746

2.1

149

264

0.6

26

74

77

8883

581

2.2

106

258

0.6

33

67

76

9040

593

2.3

132

250

0.6

30

70

75

9209

575

2.3

114

236

0.5

28

72

78

9528

543

2.3

127

208

0.5

25

75

78

10180

520

2.5
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Figure 4 illustrates the kind of urban form existing in the study area (top image)
and the design that houses the highest number of new residents and lowest per capita
emissions (bottom image). While the jump from the relatively tall buildings in the
neighbourhood centre to the surrounding low density single family neighbourhood
seems abrupt, the reality of incremental development would likely result in transitional
changes over time and a better fit with the surrounding urban form. Therefore despite
the hypothetical nature of this scenario it is a conceivable development trajectory.

F I G U R E 4 : Study neighbourhood with perspective view of aeriel photograph of current
conditions and birds eye view of building massing of the most aggressive density design scenario.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Each of the twelve designs, even the most conservative one, achieved levels of density
and emissions that are far superior to those of the existing neighbourhood. New
growth under the proposed form-based code would result in considerably lower
emissions than Revelstoke’s current levels. However, no options can leverage a combination of population and per-capita emissions reductions that come close to lowering
total municipal emissions (see Figure 5). Unless a city like Revelstoke depopulates
low density neighbourhoods as it builds higher density ones it will simply be adding
efficiency over current inefficiency and not lowering overall municipal emissions.
In other words smart growth would allow more efficient and less harmful growth
than conventional growth but it would still “grow” total municipal emissions. So
even though Revelstoke’s G H G emissions reduction targets are modest by provincial

F I G U R E 5 : Graph indicating population and per capita emissions threshold required
to result in reduced total municipal emissions.
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standards (Senbel, Fergusson, and Stevens ����) it cannot meet those targets with
land use and transportation improvements alone. Average per capita emissions for
the city would decline slightly but not total city emissions. In the short term there is
almost no likelihood of achieving even per capita declines in emissions because despite the initial outlook of the Revelstoke Mountain Resort, the city has experienced
population decline and development applications have ground to a halt.
Our study should not in any way be construed as evidence of the inefficacy of
compact transit oriented development. We have demonstrated that compact development, even in small towns, would lead to considerably lower per capita emissions. But
what we have also demonstrated is that compact development alone is not enough.
Cities and other jurisdictions have to deploy a host of approaches for reducing emissions including technological innovation, net zero development and perhaps conversion of vehicular fleets from combustion engines to electric or hybrid motors.
Cities should continue to strongly advocate for smart growth development to
mitigate the harmful impacts of growth; to facilitate healthy lifestyle choices; to enable
aging in place and to create complete vibrant communities. Indeed form-based code
can help mitigate the negative effects of sprawl in cities throughout North America
(Talen ����). But it is important not to confuse the many benefits of smart growth
and new urbanist development with a corresponding reduction in municipal emissions. While this study is specific to Revelstoke it suggests limitations of land use and
transportation solutions in achieving reductions in emissions for other small towns.
Our finding that decreasing per capita emissions through increased density would
increase a city’s total population, and possibly its overall emissions, may also apply
to larger cities. Our neighbourhood specific methods can be used to assess claims in
larger cities that population growth in the form of compact development would lead
to overall emissions reductions. This requires further study but may be an important
consideration for cities currently struggling to reduce their carbon emissions through
land-use and transportation policies. The goal of reducing emissions is laudable, as is
the goal of compact development. However, unless we simultaneously complement
density and mixed land-use with transformed vehicle fleets, energy sources, household fixtures and appliances, and altered human behavior we will unlikely see many
of the reductions in emissions that cities throughout British Columbia, and Canada,
have targeted.
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BC classifies community emissions as those stemming from municipal populations
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